
 

 

 

 

 

Custom tailored/bespoke software solutions 

 

MIC employs a dedicated software developer for automation of imaging analysis (protocols). 

Automation of imaging analysis protocols reduces manual errors, saves time and provides an 

easy and consistent way to transfer protocols to colleagues.  

MIC can also assist in setting up solution protocols for imaging quantification problems and 

questions. 

Should you wonder if your work is suitable for automation, we adhere to the following rule of 

thumb:  

If the job is boring or tedious, you can automate it. 

The following FIJI/ImageJ extension documentation documents are examples of implemented 

and available imaging analysis solutions. In general, have a look at the manual chapters to get an 

impression of what a specific macro/plugin does: 

 AutoPathway / AutoPlot  

 Cantilever 

 Collagen Degradation macro and plugin 

 Dendrite complexity 

 AutoOlympus 

 Pretty Images 

 

http://intrancmls/mic/Manuals_downloads/Downloads/plugins/FIJI%20Extensions%20-%20AutoPathway%20and%20AutoPlot%20v2.pdf
http://intrancmls/mic/Manuals_downloads/Downloads/plugins/FIJI%20Extensions%20-%20Cantilever%20plugin.pdf
http://intrancmls/mic/Manuals_downloads/Downloads/plugins/FIJI%20Extensions%20-%20Collagen%20Degradation%20Macro%20and%20Plugin.pdf
http://intrancmls/mic/Manuals_downloads/Downloads/plugins/FIJI%20Extensions%20-%20Dendrite%20Complexity%20Plugin.pdf
http://intrancmls/mic/Manuals_downloads/Downloads/plugins/FIJI%20Extensions%20-%20Olympus.pdf
http://intrancmls/mic/Manuals_downloads/Downloads/plugins/FIJI%20Extensions%20-%20Pretty%20Images%20Macro.pdf
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1 General Introduction

The initial and primary goal of these “additions” to FIJI was to 1) automatically 
segment and measure signal intensity from cells in images acquired from two 
fluorescence channels and 2) to plot the obtained values from the two channels 
against each other in a scatter plot. More functionality (See Manual) was added later.

This document contains a report on the creation of the AutoPathway macro and 
AutoPlot plugin. 
Both the macro and plugin are named after their intended goals: the AutoPathway 
Macro automates the cell segmentation pathway, generation of images and data 
generation. The AutoPlot Plugin automates result plotting and adds some nice 
features such as cell identification and subimage gallery generation. 

The images for which this software was originally written were acquired automatically 
from a 96 wells plate.
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2 Installation (both macro and plugin)

The easiest way to install the macro is to copy the JAR file straight into the plugins 
directory present within the application directory (for instance c:\Program 
Files\Fiji.app\plugins).

Restart FIJI to activate the macro.

Mileage may vary between FIJI versions, but alternatively the FIJI install option can 
be used:

Start FIJI and go to:

Plugins > Macro > Intall… 

and select the .ijm file. Or, go to: 

Plugins > Install Plugin… 

and select the compiled .JAR file.
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3 AutoPathway Macro (Manual)

In theory the functionality present in the macro could also have been implemented as 
a plugin. A great advantage of making use of a plugin is that it runs through the 
dataset much quicker because it doesn’t need to draw each image to the screen. 
Nonetheless, the protocol was implemented as a macro. The reason for doing so was 
that macro development is quick (and well documented [2]) and, moreover, that all 
image procedures can be followed on screen. Some errors that occur during 
processing can only be recognized by eye (for instance a faulty watershed split). This 
is especially true for the researcher involved who, in general, isn’t helped with an 
error dialog. The researcher which has created a protocol is very familiar with the 
process and is immediately able to visually recognize errors when they occur during 
processing, and is able to pinpoint exactly where the error occurred in the processing 
pathway protocol.

To use the macro, go to:

Plugins > Auto Pathway 

A directory selection dialog will open.

Image : AutoPathway preferences dialog.

Select the root (containing all “well” directories) directory of the dataset and press Ok.

A new dialog opens (image 2), requesting the background (control) well directory and 
a threshold value.

3.1 Background well
The background well directory is the directory that holds the images of the empty 
control well. In general, the image is black overall but background signal present in 
the background well is also likely to be present in the actual sample wells. Therefore, 
the background image is used as a correction image by subtracting the image 
information from the images containing the actual data.

3.2 Threshold
The threshold value is the pixel value above which the signal is used. Anything below 
the threshold value is discarded.
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3.3 Debug
Use the debug option to run the macro on the first well exclusively.

Image : AutoPathway configuration dialog

After confirmation of the settings, a new dialog opens (image 3), requesting which 
files should be processed as dye I, dye II and optionally dye III.

3.4 Dye and Reference images
The microscope used to generate the images works with two lamps (lamp A and 
lamp B). Each lamp is able to excite certain fluorescent markers present in the well 
samples. For instance, lamp A is able to excite GFP labels and lamp B is able to 
excite Cy5 labels. Therefore, each “dye image” is linked to a “lamp image”.

The lamps do not illuminate the samples homogeneously. Certain sample area’s will 
be illuminated more than others. Also, the illumination pattern may change when the 
lamp shifts and when the lamp ages. For each lamp an image is taken at the start of 
a imaging session to capture this illumination pattern. These images are, like the 
background image, used to correct sample images by subtracting the lamp image 
from the sample image taken by that specific lamp. Therefore, each Dye image 
needs a reference image to a specific lamp.

Dye I and Dye II should both be filled out, as the plugin uses the values generated for 
each dye are plotted against each other.

3.5 Image Layout
Besides the images, the correct image layout should be chosen. The microscope is 
only able to take an image of a limited area (field) of each sample. However, the 
sample can be shifted so that multiple fields can be taken of one sample which are 
then stitched together, effectively creating a larger imaged area (image 4a).
Before the sample images can be corrected with their lamp reference image, the 
reference image needs to be combined with itself a number of times to create a 
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flatfield image (image 4b) with the same layout as was used to stitch the 
consecutively taken sample field images together.

3.6 Processing
After confirmation, the dataset is processed. All generated images and result files are 
copied to a directory with the same name as the original root directory, but with 
“_Analysis” appended. 
Dye I and Dye II are processed according to the protocol for manual analysis 
(created by Dr. Cindy Dieteren). For each Dye, a background corrected image and a 
background and flatfield corrected image is generated and saved. Additionally, a 
merged channel RGB image is generated and saved, and the particle image is 
saved. Also, result and summary files are generated, containing measurements 
which are to be used in plot generation by the AutoPlot plugin.
Dye III is optional and is processed differently: dye III images are corrected with the 
background and flatfield image, but no data is generated from these images by the 
macro. Necessary images (background corrected and both background and flatfield 
corrected), for use by the plugin, are generated and saved to the *_Analysis directory.
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4 AutoPlot Plugin (Manual)

The plugin needs data, generated by the macro, to function. From the generated 
data, the plugin generates a scatter plot and an option dialog with access to 
additional functionality.

Start the plugin by navigating to:

Plugins > Auto Plot

A directory dialog will open, which needs to be pointed to a *_Analysis directory as 
generated by the Auto Pathway macro. After selecting a suitable directory, the plugin 
starts building a dataset from al the well information. Once creation of the dataset 
has finished, the plugin creates a scatter plot of the first well with Dye I and Dye II 
Integrated Density values plotted against each other on LN scale. Additionally a 
dialog is opened which gives access to a number of actions.
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Image a (top) and 4b (bottom). a) microscopic image with acquisition fields drawn in. b) Empty field image, 
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Image : Plot example

Some of these actions require a selection made with FIJI. The chosen action is 
executed exclusively on the points that lie within the selected area. Options that 
require a selection are: Count, Count All, Identify Cells, Create Sub Plot and Obtain 
Subimages.

Available actions are described in the sections below.

4.1 Count
When a selection is created in the scatter plot, the number 
of points (which represent a nucleus each) in the currently 
active plot can be counted with this option.

4.2 Count all
To count the nuclei within the current selection for all plots, 
use this option.

4.3 Save Plots
Each scatter plot is essentially an image and can be saved 
as such. This option saves all dataset plots in one go. 
Individual plots can be saved through the regular FIJI save 
options.

4.4 Plot Settings
To change the plot axis, adjust the plot settings. Each 
axis can be cut-off at a user defined value.

4.5 Identify Cells
Each point in the scatter plot represents a nucleus. 
From a selection in the plot, it is possible to identify 
the cells corresponding to the points contained within 
that selection. Create a selection in the plot (Image 
9) and press Identify. A dialog will open (Image 8) 
requesting in which image the cell should be identified.
An new image will open with the cells from the plot selection 
pointed out with a circle drawn around them (Image 9).
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Image : Plot Action Window

Image : Plot settings, axis selection 
window

Image : Identify cells, image selection window



4.6 Create Sub Plot (unfinished)
Some areas in the scatter plot are very dense. To get a better view of these dense 
areas, the idea was that one should be able to create a sub plot of a subsection of 
the original plot. Create a selection around the area of interest and  press “Create 
Sub Plot”.
Currently, the same plot is generated with only the point within the selection. This 
option was never finished because apparently it’s not used.

4.7 Histogram
The histogram option converts the scatter plot to a histogram. The range can be set 
manually (Image 10a). Each bin contains the points that are contained within one 
LN(Integrated Density) unit (Image 10b).

 

4.8 Obtain Subimages
From a selection the cells corresponding to the points contained within the selection 
are cut out from the images (combined, dye I and dye II), recombined and saved into 
a gallery image (Image 11).

4.9 (Re) calculate Dye 3
Perform the contour calculations for Dye 3. This option needs to be executed at least 
once to get access to the Dye III data, as the generated data was not (and cannot 
be) generated during execution of the AutoPathway macro. Also see Dye III 
processing.

4.10 Previous
Show the scatter plot of the previous well. When an image has focus, the plugin will 
attempt to open the corresponding image from the previous well.

4.11 Next
Show the scatter plot of the next well. When an image has focus, the plugin will 
attempt to open the corresponding image from the next well.
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Image : Identify cells. Foreground; plot with selection. Background; merged image with cells corresponding to the 
selected points from the foreground plot indicated with a red circle.

Image a (left) and 10b (right): 10a) Histogram option dialog. 10b) Histogram.

Image : Foreground; sub image gallery from cells corresponding to the selected points in the plot 



5 Dye III processing

Analysis of Dye I and Dye II are generally applicable to various kinds of experiments, 
but applicability of the Dye III analysis is rather specific to the needs of the 
researcher that initially requested this plugin.

Processing of Dye III actually consists of a non-threshold based segmentation and 
measurement of the segmented areas. The information that needed to be extracted 
from the images taken with the third channel was an intensity value (of the third dye) 
for nuclei present in the first and second channel. One of the problems was that the 
third dye (Annexin V) binds outside the regions as segmented for dyes I  and II (see 
image 12). Also, cells visible in channel I and II weren’t necessarily visible, or only 
moderately visible, in channel III. Besides that the returned values should be related 
back to the cells found in channels I and II, those values should also be based on as 
tight a fit to the colored region as possible. It was concluded that this could not be 
achieved by simply transferring the previously made ROI selections for channel I and 
II to the channel III images, nor by setting a new threshold.
Therefore, an active contour algorithm [4] was implemented (also see Active 
Contours) to locate nuclei to background transitions and construct a contour for each 
centroid (centre of mass coordinates) found in the first two channels. Nuclei centroids 
where taken as an initial seed for the segmentation algorithm. With the contour in 
hand, it is possible to extract information of pixels within the contour and thus create 
an intensity value for each centroid.

Image : Dye binding areas. Dye I (GFP, not drawn) binds within the nucleus. Dye II (PI) also binds in the nucleus, 
but only when the plasma membrane is permeable (i.e. the cell is dying). Dye III (Annexin V) binds to 
phosphatidylserine on the outside of the plasma membrane. Image created by Dr. C. Dieteren.

6 Active Contours

The third dye analysis is based on an active contour algorithm [4]. The initial seed for 
the contour algorithm is an coordinate within the image. These coordinates are 
generated by the segmentation of the first dye, which produces a centre of mass 
location, or centroid. The centroid should be positioned somewhere within the 
nucleus of a cell. Since Dye III (Annexin) binds on the cell membrane surrounding the 
nucleus, the centroid is also positioned within the area of interest for dye III.
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With the centroid as a basis, an asterisk of pixels (image 13) is generated. The length 
of the asterisk arms, the number of pixels on each arm and the number of arms may 
be varied.

Image : Asterisk as drawn around a cell or nucleus (grey area), used for trellis creation

To visualize what happens during the analysis, the pixels on the asterisk can be 
rearranged as a trellis (image 14). 

Image : Trellis creation from asterisk

The algorithms now traverses the trellis from left to right, keeping track of a cost 
value. The cost value increases while traversing. It increases more when values 
between pixels are larger (i.e. transitions from black to white and vice versa). The 
value also increases more when the jump to the next pixel (angle) increases. The 
intention is to find the cheapest route from left to right. The pixels in the cheapest 
route ideally match the contour of the cell (images 15 and 16).
In the process of calculating the cheapest route, a “gradient” [4] needs to be 
calculated. For these calculations, convolved images [5] are generated, which are 
saved to the *_analysis folder.
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Image : Visualization of contour finding in a trellis

Image : Resulting contours with seed (center pixel), drawn in the original image. Some contours will be drawn in 
an area where there is no signal. These contours don’t make any sense visually, but the total pixel value from 
pixels within the contour will be low and thus meaningful.

One of the problems with the algorithm was that it arbitrarily starts in the middle of 
the left most column in the trellis. This might not be correct. All other pixels found 
after the third column (three pixels are needed to calculate an angle) should be 
actual contour pixels. Therefore the choice was made to traverse the trellis twice. In 
the first run, the algorithm starts in the middle of the first column and generates a 
contour. In second run, the algorithm starts at the contour pixel found in the centre 
column, traverses to the right and continues on the left until it reaches the centre 
column again. The second run can be visualized by dividing the trellis in half and 
interchanging the left- and right half of the trellis (image 17).

Image : visualization of the first and second contour runs. On the right side, the trellis is split in a cyan and a 
magenta colored section. The sections are exchanged between the top and the bottom version. During the first 
run, the center pixel of the first column is used as a starting point. Before the second run, the second half of the 
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trellis is exchanged with the first half of the trellis. The first contour pixel found in the second half of the trellis thus 
becomes the (reliable) starting point of the contour.

When the final contour has been constructed, the pixels that lie within the contour 
have to be identified and “measured” (image 18). The mean value of all pixels within 
the contour are returned as the Dye III value. 

Image : pixel selection within contour

In some cases, the centroid used to initiate the contour is not located in the center of 
the nucleus, or it is located (partly) outside the nucleus. In these cases it is not 
possible to find the realistic contour because not all pixels of the contour are 
contained within the trellis. To counter this problem, the centroid is calculated again 
after the contour has been established. If the calculated centroid differs from the 
initial seed, the contour is calculated again. This process is repeated until the 
centroid does not change its position anymore or, if the centroid coordinates keeps 
changing, after ten contour calculations.

Image ; centroid outside nucleus

An ever changing centroid can be caused by either a runaway centroid or a 
circulating centroid. The runaway centroid occurs when trying to draw a centroid in an 
area that doesn’t actually contain anything to draw a contour around (negatively 
stained cells). Ciculating centroids keep moving between two or three pixels because 
of very slight differences in the resulting contour.
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1 General Introduction

This document contains a report on the creation of the Cantilever plugin. This plugin is intended to 
take measurements from a specific region in an image.
In the original experiments, for which this plugin was created, the researcher was using a tiny 
cantilever to mechanically press on a cell surface. The process of exerting pressure on the cell was 
captured in a time series of images. So, in this process a small collection of images was acquired from 
which measurements had to be taken around the cantilever pressure area. The idea was that the cells 
might react on the surface pressure with an increased amount of collagen degrading proteins in this 
region.

2 Installation (both macro and plugin)

The easiest way to install the macro and plugin is to copy the JAR files straight into the plugins 
directory present within the application directory (for instance c:\Program Files\Fiji.app\plugins).

Restart FIJI to activate the macro.

Mileage may vary between FIJI versions, but alternatively the FIJI install option can be used:

Start FIJI and go to:

Plugins > Macro > Intall… 

and select the .ijm file. Or, go to: 

Plugins > Install Plugin… 

and select the compiled .JAR file.

3 Plugin usage

To start the plugin, go to:

Plugins > Auto Pathway 

A directory selection dialog will open.

Select the root directory, containing one - or several - collections of cantilever images, including the 
microscope XML files (used to create time labels).

After selecting the root directory, the plugin will start building a data structure from the images found 
in the root folder. In this datastructure, details such as image names, timepoints and channels are 
saved..
Besides the data structure, the plugin will also create an *_Analysis directory which will contain a 
directory for each series of images found. Series of images are defined by their filename:

SERIES-NAME_TIMEPOINT_CHANNEL.tiff

The plugin will divide the name bases on the last two underscores. More underscores may be used, but 
anything before the second last underscore will be appended to the series name. Example:
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THIS_IS_THE_SERIES_NAME_TIMEPOINT_CHANNEL.tiff

“THIS_IS_THE_SERIES_NAME” will be the name of the directory created for this series.

Each series directory will contain three subdirectories: one for the reflection channel, one for the 
fluorescence channel and one for the merged images of the reflection and fluorescence channels. Each 
of these directories will contain a full series (all time points) of images of that specific type.

When file copying and creation has finished, a dialog will appear requesting the ROI diameter (Image 
1). The ROI is going to be used to indicate the selected area, indicating the cantilever location. The 
area within the ROI will be used for the actual measurements.

Image ; diameter dialog

When the diameter is confirmed, the plugin will create an image stack of each series of images. The 
ROI can be dragged to the correct (cantilever pressure point) location when necessary. The ROI 
location can be reviewed easily by traversing the stack.

Also, a confirmation dialog will open (Image 2). Press the confirmation button once the ROI has been 
set to the correct(ed) location.

Image ; ROI confirmation dialog

After the ROI has been confirmed, mean measurements will be taken for each time point in a series of 
images, from within the ROI selected area. The measurements are saved to a text file with XLS 
extension (Note; this is not an actual Excel file although Excel will understand the format).

Besides the XLS file, measurements are also saved as a constructed URL shortcut to the Google Image 
Charts API. The link is constructed in such a way that the Google Image Charts API can create a plot 
from the added data on the fly (Image 3). The URL can be used in e-mails, and the generated image 
can be saved (by right clicking it) when required.
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Image ; Google Image Chart example

When conduction of the measurements has finished, the plugin will present the user with a plot (Image 
4) and a navigation dialog (Image 5). The Google Image Chart and the generated FIJI plot are 
essentially the same.

Image ; Plot example
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Image ; Plot navigation dialog

Use the navigation dialog to review the processed series of images (each plot represents one series). 
The red line represents measurements from the fluorescence channel and the grey line represents 
measurements from the reflection channel.
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1 General Introduction

This document contains the description of the Collagen Degradation Macro and the  Collagen 
Degradation Plugin. This set of extensions was created to quantify and compare collagen degradation 
by treated cells, from images taken with the BD Pathway 855 spinning disc confocal microscope.

The extensions relate the amount of collagen degradation to cell counts, in effect producing a value for 
the efficiency of collagen degradation.

The macro performs all image transformations and measurements. All subsequent calculations and 
plot creation are performed by the plugin.

Image 1; cells (green)  and collagen degradation (red)
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2 Installation (both macro and plugin)

The easiest way to install the macro is to copy the JAR file straight into the plugins directory present 
within the application directory (for instance c:\Program Files\Fiji.app\plugins).

Restart FIJI to activate the macro.

Mileage may vary between FIJI versions, but alternatively the FIJI install option can be used:

Start FIJI and go to:

Plugins > Macro > Intall… 

and select the .ijm file. Or, go to: 

Plugins > Install Plugin… 

and select the compiled .JAR file.
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3 Macro usage

In theory the functionality present in the macro could also have been implemented as a plugin. A great 
advantage of making use of a plugin is that it runs through the dataset much quicker because it doesn’t 
need to draw each image to the screen. Nonetheless, the protocol was implemented as a macro. The 
reason for doing so was that macro development is quick (and well documented [2]) and, moreover, 
that all image procedures can be followed on screen. Some errors that occur during processing can 
only be recognized by eye (for instance a faulty watershed split). This is especially true for the 
researcher involved who, in general, isn’t helped with an error dialog. The researcher which has 
created a protocol is very familiar with the process and is immediately able to visually recognize errors 
when they occur during processing, and is able to pinpoint exactly where the error occurred in the 
processing pathway protocol.

To use the macro, go to:

Plugins > Compound_Analysis 

A directory selection dialog will open. Select the root directory (containing all “well” directories) of 
the dataset and press Ok.

A new dialog opens (image 2), requesting a number of variables to be set.

Image ; macro settings dialog

3.1 Preferences Dialog

3.1.1 Flatfield
The flatfield image generated by the microscope needs to be set here. In most of these experiments, 
Lamp A should be chosen. However, the microscope also contains a Lamp B so the flatfield image was 
made to be an option to be as flexible as possible in the future.

3.1.2 Cells
The captured cells where stained with a specific dye, which needs to be set here. For the original 
experiments this was DAPI.
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3.1.3 Collagen
As for the cells field, a specific staining needs to be chosen for the collagen images. Originally this 
had to be GFP.

3.1.4 Background Start Well
Each well set should contain a subset of background wells. The name of this well should be indicated 
here.

3.1.5 Well set size
The number of wells that is contained within each subset of wells (for instance, the number of wells 
that contain a control sample).

3.1.6 Width
Flatfield width (number of fields that was stitched together horizontally to create the acquired image).

3.1.7 Height
Flatfield height (number of fields that was stitched together vertically to create the acquired image).

On confirmation of the settings, the dataset is processed to an *_Analysis directory, subdivided in well 
directories. Each well directory contains the background- and background and foreground corrected 
images, as well as a copy of the original collagen image of that well. The macro also generates a 
histogram spreadsheet (CSV) file and a summary file for the cell channel.
In addition to the well directories, the background mean values are saved to a separate spreadsheet file. 
A copy of the lamp image is saved as well.

4 Plugin usage

After running the macro, the plugin can be executed on the generated 
*_Analysis directory.

In FIJI/ImageJ, go to:

Plugins > Compound

The plugin will request the location of the *_Analysis 
directory. After selecting and confirming the location of this 
directory, a settings dialog will open (image X).

4.1 Settings dialog

4.1.1 Cut-off (%)
The precision used for calculating the experiment signal 
values, (0 – 100). From the cut-off percentage, a cut-off 
value is calculated. Values above the cut-off will be used for 
calculating the signal value.

4.1.2 Background Start Well
The name of the first well containing no sample. Adjacent to 
the background well name field, the set size (the number of 
consecutive background wells) should be set, as the set size 
may differ from the compound sample size.
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4.1.3 Control start well
The name of the first well containing a control sample. Adjacent to the control well name field, the set 
size (the number of consecutive control wells) should be set, as the set size may differ from the 
compound sample size.

4.1.4 Compound set size
The number of consecutive wells containing equal compound samples.

4.2 Plot
After confirmation of the settings, the plugins starts to process the dataset, and returns a plot (image 4) 
and an action/navigation dialog (image 5).

Image ; Plot example. The vertical line indicates the cut-off value. The area to the right of the cut-off line, contained between 
the cut-off line and the plot, represents the degradation signal.
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4.3 Plot actions
Show

Show the thresholded collagen image on which the 
generated plot was based.

4.3.1 Save All
Save all plots to their related directory.

4.3.2 Previous
Show the previous plot.

4.3.3 Next
Show the next plot.

5 Calculations

See the protocol for all calculations performed.

8
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Appendix A; Protocol

5.1 Macro

A) Collect background Mean values
- Sequentially open the background images and perform a measurement (for Mean and Standard 

Deviation)
- Save the background Mean values (to background_means.xls)

B) Create a FlatField image (f.i. 3x3 combine)

- Correct images
- Open a DAPI image
-  “Subtract” the background with the Image Calculator
- Save the corrected image
- Correct the background corrected image with the flatfield image with the Calculator Plus 

(divide)

C) Analyze
- Set the threshold values (400, 4095  - hardcoded)
- Convert to Mask
- Set Median with radius 3
- Watershed
- Set measurements (default?)
- Analyze particles
- Save the summary window (to DAPI Confocal n000000_Summary.xls)

D) Histogram
- Open a GFP image
- Generate its histogram (256 bins)
- Save the histogram values (to Histogram of GFP.xls)

5.2 Plugin

- Choose the directory with analyzed data
- Set the values for the Cut-Off percentile and the Start well of the background and control 

wells.
- Obtain the background Mean value from the Means file (background_means.xls)
- Build the 96-wells plate data structure through the next step
- Read the count value for each well (DAPI Confocal n000000_Summary.xls) and histogram 

(Histogram of GFP.xls) files
- Determine the Cut-Off value (based on the background Mean values):

o (“nSigma (inverse cumulative probability)” * StvDev) + Mean
- Normalize values:

o (Mean value – Peak value) + current histogram bin value
- Normalize counts:

o (current bin count / Peak bin count) * 100
- Determine the Cut-Off bin:

o The bin which delivers the smallest positive value for:
normalized value – cut-off value (i.e. the bin nearest to the cut-off).
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o Determine the Cut-Off signal by multiplying all normalized counts with their 
normalized values, and adding these results for all values surpassing the Cut-Off 
value.

- Determine the signal per nucleus
o Cut-Off signal / nucleus count (this value is retrieved from DAPI Confocal 

n000000_Summary.xls)
- Determine the indexed signal::

o The sum of the signals from a well-set divided by the number of wells.
- Save the results to the DoseResponse file
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http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/developer/api/index.html
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1 General Introduction

This document contains a description and manual for the Dendrite (complexity) plugin. The plugin 
was intended to return a plot that illustrates the left-to-right complexity of an image. 
Experiments originally underlying this plugin where investigating the in- or decreased complexity of 
the nervous system of larvae of various Drosophila melanogaster mutants. Visually it was possible to 
distinguish between various gradations of complexity, but there was no decent way to catch the 
complexity of an image in a value. This plugin attempts to do just that.
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1 Installation (both macro and plugin)

This plugin requires a number of additional plugins that are not included with ImageJ (but are included 
with FIJI):

•  Loci Tools [ loci_tools.jar ]
• Extra File Type [ HandleExtraFileType.java ]
• Exact Euclidean Distance Transform (3D) [ Fiji_Plugins.jar ]
• Binary Conditional Dilate [ BinaryConditionalDilate_.class ]

The easiest way to install the macro is to copy the JAR file straight into the plugins directory present 
within the application directory (for instance c:\Program Files\Fiji.app\plugins).

Restart FIJI to activate the macro.

Mileage may vary between FIJI versions, but alternatively the FIJI install option can be used:

Start FIJI and go to:

Plugins > Macro > Intall… 

and select the .ijm file. Or, go to: 

Plugins > Install Plugin… 

and select the compiled .JAR file.
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2 Plugin usage

To use the plugin, first open an image with FIJI/ImageJ. Navigate to 

Plugins > Dendrite

to run the plugin on the open image.

2.1 Processing
The plugin will start processing immediately. The plugin divides the image into 20 columns (image 2). 
For each column, the complexity is calculated by means of the fractal box count plugin (hardcoded 
reference to  [4]) in Fiji/ImageJ. Each column produces a “fractal dimension”. The higher the fractal 
dimension, the higher image complexity in the column. All fractal dimensions are plotted against their 
column numbers, producing a left-to-right complexity plot of the original image (image 3).

5

Image ; a) original dendrite image (40x, left) b) dendrite image divided into 20 columns.



Image ; fractal dimension plot of image 2
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1 General Introduction

This document contains a description and manual for the AutoOlympus macro. The macro was created 
to automate processing of confocal Z-stacks from GammaH2AX staining experiments. The goal of the 
macro is to express GammaH2AX staining in relation to DAPI staining in the same sample.

There is no plugin counterpart for this macro. All measurements, image transformations, calculations 
and generation of result files are performed by this macro.
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1 Installation (macro)

The easiest way to install the macro is to copy the JAR file straight into the plugins directory present 
within the application directory (for instance c:\Program Files\Fiji.app\plugins).

Restart FIJI to activate the macro.

Mileage may vary between FIJI versions, but alternatively the FIJI install option can be used:

Start FIJI and go to:

Plugins > Macro > Intall… 

and select the .ijm file. Or, go to: 

Plugins > Install Plugin… 

and select the compiled .JAR file.
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2 Macro usage

In theory the functionality present in the macro could also have been implemented as a plugin. A great 
advantage of making use of a plugin is that it runs through the dataset much quicker because it doesn’t 
need to draw each image to the screen. Nonetheless, the protocol was implemented as a macro. The 
reason for doing so was that macro development is quick (and well documented [2]) and, moreover, 
that all image procedures can be followed on screen. Some errors that occur during processing can 
only be recognized by eye (for instance a faulty watershed split). This is especially true for the 
researcher involved who, in general, isn’t helped with an error dialog. The researcher which has 
created a protocol is very familiar with the process and is immediately able to visually recognize errors 
when they occur during processing, and is able to pinpoint exactly where the error occurred in the 
processing pathway protocol.

To use the macro, go to:

Plugins > Auto Olympus 

A directory selection dialog will open. Select the root directory (containing all .oif files and folders) of 
the dataset and press Ok.

A new dialog opens (image 2), requesting a number of variables to be set.

Image ; macro settings dialog

2.1 Settings dialog
The settings dialog is divided in a “Channel 1” and a “Channel 2” section. Channel 1 was intended to 
be the channel containing the DAPI staining; Channel 2 the GammaH2AX channel. The options are 
equal for both channels. They behave exactly the same.

2.1.1 Lower 1 & Lower 2
The lower threshold value used in particle segmentation.
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2.1.2 Upper 1 & Upper 2
The upper threshold value used in particle segmentation.

2.1.3 Particle Size 1 & Particle Size 2
Particles with a size below the value entered will be excluded from the analysis. In the original 
experiments, in Channel 1 images (DAPI), entire cells were segmented, opposed to small DNA 
damaged regions in Channel 2 images (GammaH2AX).

2.1.4 Debug
The debug option lets you perform a single test run to evaluate the used settings.

2.1.5 Processing
After confirming the settings, the macro will start processing the images, generating the result files. 
All generated files are written to *_Analysis, where * is the name of the original image directory. The 
*_Analysis directory will contain a directory for each analyzed image, and a ‘normalized_results.txt’ 
file.
The image directories contain copies of the segmented channel 1 and channel 2 images and a 
*_results.txt file containing the total calculated area values of both channels.
The ‘normalized_results.txt’ file contains the normalized results on all images.

3 Calculations

See Appendix A, step 54, for normalization calculations of the results.
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Appendix A; 

Protocol for analysing gammaH2AX staining on confocal Z-stacks

Note: steps 2 – 28 are not of interest to this macro, but are relevant when referring to the protocol. 
They are therefore greyed out, but kept nonetheless.

1) Open oif image stack (of interest)

2) Image/stack/z-projection (proj. type max. intensity)

3) Image/stack/stack-> images

4) Image/lookup tables/assign different colors to channels 

Note: Here it would be great if I could determine manually which channel gets which color 
because I am not always working with the same colors, and depending on the illustration 
purpose sometimes it is better to have one or the other channel bright (in the example stack 
from june 1 channel 3 is for instance not needed. if necessary it would be great to be able to 
choose the max channel colors (5).)

5) In our example: channel 5- red, channel 4- gray, channel 2- green, channel 1-blue

6) Image/color/ merge channels (pick channels as colors assigned before, tick keep source images 
and make composite)

7) Select composite (shown upon the left side in the image above)

8) Image/type/RGB color

9) Analyze/Tools/Scalebar
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10) Width 50 um, height 10px, font size 30, white lower right as shown above

11) File/save as/ same name as original oif file_composite.tif

12) Close RGB composite

13) Select composite

14) Image/channel tool/remove channel 4 (collagen channel  often I don’t need it but it still is good 

to always have it for presentations/publications)

15) Image/Type/RGB color

16) Analyze tools/scale bar (same settings as already shown above)

17) File/save as/original name_composite_wo_collagen.tif

18) Close this overlay file

19) Select max projection image channel_1 (Max_01-001)

20) Image/type/RGB Color

21) File/save as/ original name_DAPI .tif(would be great if at this point I could flexibly give a name, 
since blue is not always DAPI etc)

22) Close DAPI file
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23) Select max projection image channel 2 (Max_02_002)

24) Image/Type/RGB Color

25) File/save as/original_name_gammaH2ax.tif

26) Ditto for all remaining channels…. (in our case only phallodin and collagen)

27) Close all saved RGB color images (if that is not already done)

28) We are now continuing with the original stack (oif file imported into Fiji)

29) Image/stack/z-projection (max intensity)

30) Image/stack/Stack to images

31) Discard (close) all channels not needed for further analysis (again it would be nice if this step was 
somehow flexible, but doesn’t have to work from the beginning… I mean that I could select the 
channels I would like to proceed with)

32) We keep today DAPI and gamma H2AX (max-01-001 and max_01-002

33) Select DAPI image (Max_01-001)

34) Image/adjust/threshold

35) Set 200-4095

36) Process/Binary/Make Binary

37) Binary/watershed
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38) Analyze/analyze particles: 30-infinity, px units (as shown above)

39) ROI manager window: select all regions of interest

40) Right click mouse: combine (OR)

41) Add

42) Unselect show all, select last (combined roi)

43) Measure (in roi window)

44) Results window  save as txt. file

45) Go to MAX_01-002

46) Process/noise/despeckle

47) Image/adjust/threshold

48) From 1000-4095

49) Process/binary/make binary

50) Activate last combined region of interest (ROI manager)

51) Measure from roi manager

52) Result window  save as .txt file

53) save as/results_original_name.txt

54) normalization: total area gammaH2AX (file-002)divided by total area tDAPI(file-001)

55) write to big result file

Appendix B; References
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http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/developer/api/index.html
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1 General Introduction

This document contains a description and manual for the Pretty Images macro. The macro performs 
the simple task of separating stacks of images, adding color to various channels and combining 
colored channels into new images. The intention is to save the researcher work on “prettifying” images 
for presentations, posters and publications.
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1 Installation

This plugin requires an additional plugin that is not included with ImageJ (but is included with FIJI):

•  Loci Tools [ loci_tools.jar ]

The easiest way to install the macro is to copy the JAR file straight into the plugins directory present 
within the application directory (for instance c:\Program Files\Fiji.app\plugins).

Restart FIJI to activate the macro.

Mileage may vary between FIJI versions, but alternatively the FIJI install option can be used:

Start FIJI and go to:

Plugins > Macro > Intall… 

and select the .ijm file. Or, go to: 

Plugins > Install Plugin… 

and select the compiled .JAR file.

2 Macro usage

To use the macro, to to:

Plugins > Pretty Images

A directory selection dialog will open.

Select the root (containing all “well” directories) directory of the dataset 
and press Ok.

2.1 Set Colors dialog
A new dialog will open (image 2), requesting to match each channel to a 
color.

The Debug provides the user with the option to run the plugin on a single 
well folder, for instance to preview the resulting images.

2.2 Processing
After confirmation of the colors, the macro start processing the stacks in the various well folders. 
Loading the individual stacks may take some time, but processing should not require any additional 
manual intervention.

2.3 Resulting images
The macro will produce a number of images for each well, which are all saved to a *_Visualization 
directory where ‘*’ is the name of the original root directory. The *_Vizualization directory will 
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contain a directory for each well found in the original root directory. Each well directory will contain 
three images, plus a colored image for each channel. The three images are:

1) *_composite.tif; contains a combination of all (colored) channels

2) *_composite_no_collagen.tif; contains a combination of all colored channels, excluding the 
collagen channel. Also, a scale bar is included.

3) *_composite_RGB.tif; contains the same image as (1), but with a scale bar.

Image 3; a (left) *_composite, b (center) *_composite_no_collagen and c (right) *_composite_RGB
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Appendix A; Protocol

These are the first 28 steps of a larger protocol. The remaining steps however are irrelevant for the 
description of this macro and therefore omitted.

1) Open oif image stack of interest

2) Image/stack/z-projection (proj. type max. intensity)

3) Image/stack/stack-> images

4) Image/lookup tables/assign different colors to channels 

Here it would be great if I could determine manually which channel gets which color because 
I am not always working with the same colors, and depending on the illustration purpose 
sometimes it is better to have one or the other channel bright (in the example stack from 
june 1 channel 3 is for instance not needed. if necessary it would be great to be able to choos 
the max channel colors (5).)

5) In our example: channel 5- red, channel 4- gray, channel 2- green, channel 1-blue

6) Image/color/ merge channels (pick channels as colors assigned before, tick keep source images 
and make composite)

7) Select composite (shown upon the left side in the image above)

8) Image/type/RGB color

9) Analyze/Tools/Scalebar
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10) Width 50 um, height 10px, font size 30, white lower right as shown above

11) File/save as/ same name as original oif file_composite.tif

12) Close RGB composite

13) Select composite

14) Image/channel tool/remove channel 4 (collagen channel  often I don’t need it but it still is good 

to always have it for presentations/publications)

15) Image/Type/RGB color

16) Analyze tools/scale bar (same settings as already shown above)

17) File/save as/original name_composite_wo_collagen.tif

18) Close this overlay file

19) Select max projection image channel_1 (Max_01-001)

20) Image/type/RGB Color

21) File/save as/ original name_DAPI .tif(would be great if at this point I could flexibly give a name, 
since blue is not always DAPI etc)

22) Close DAPI file

23) Select max projection image channel 2 (Max_02_002)

24) Image/Type/RGB Color
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25) File/save as/original_name_gammaH2ax.tif

26) Ditto for all remaining channels…. (in our case only phallodin and collagen)

27) Close all saved RGB color images (if that is not already done)
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